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TOP PERCH STREAMERS
When fly fishing for perch you have to embrace
the following rule: in colder months from
December to March larger streamers are best,
i.e. models from 8 to 10 cm, or even longer. In
spring and summer streamers measuring 3 to 5
cm are generally best. From late summer onward
larger models can be used again. In my experience
every body of water is different, and both the size
and colour should be oriented on the fodder fish.
Natural models tend to catch best, i.e. whiting,
goby, crab and perch imitations. Classic baitfish
streamers are consistently successful, although
you should try to fish slim or narrower streamers
rather than thicker ones. Streamers with very
little material can also be a good choice. As for
softer synthetic materials, zonker strips or stiffer
materials, each angler will have to try out their
effectiveness for themselves. Bead chain eyes or
other weighting devices can also sometimes be very
effective, especially where perch feed exclusively
on the ground. The perch flies from Marios
Fliegendose mentioned earlier lead to a catch in
around 90% of all cases, no matter what type of
water. Streamers tied to an offset hook are crucial
when fishing from the banks. These are a real
blessing on steep banks and snag-prone ground.

Early morning in the half-light I meet Tobi at
the landing stage. “It’s way too early,” Tobi says
with a yawn. He’s probably right, as our striped
friends tend to be most active when there is more
light, usually from midday. But I don’t care. I’m
so excited about those first bites and couldn’t
sleep any longer. Having a toddler at home means
7am is considered a lie-in anyway! As usual, Tobi
chooses a spinning rod, while nowadays I almost
always use a fly rod for catching perch.
FISHING AT ANCHOR
Tobi rows and I control the anchor. The spinning
rod can be set aside more quickly and easily than
the fly rod, so controlling the anchor is the lesser
of two evils. As for the anchor, drifting is pretty
much pointless in fly fishing as the boat is moving
much too quickly, and either the fly cannot stay
deep for long enough or you have to fish too fast.
When it comes to perch fishing, I believe that
anchor spots make more sense anyway. When you
find a good spot and remain steady there is often
the opportunity for multiple catches. Besides,
more perch will often follow the fish on the hook;
if you drift away you will rarely be able to find
them again.
THE PERFECT DISTANCE
First of all, Tobi and I look for the perch using
the echo sounder and side scan. On the one hand,
we are looking for large, individual fish moving

I spot a group of larger fish at the left-hand side of the boat on the side
scan. I retrieve my line and cast in the direction of the fish. Right away
I get a strong bite and land a perch just under the 40 mark, I’m elated.
A good-sized perch
for Steffen taken
fishing at anchor.

Steffen uses an echo
sounder to search for
the big perch or their
prey- “the fodder fish”.
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around in small groups, but also fodder fish
at prominent structures such as bridge pillars,
elevations, landing stages, protruding ground or
underwater ridges. Some distance from elevated
ground we discover a large school of small fish.
It is a rather dense concentration of fish, so we
initially go beyond it. However, anchoring at a
distance of more than 20m would instantly put
my fly rod out of the game. We make our first
casts and immediately catch a few small perch
up to 30cm. At first, it is a close battle. Then all
of a sudden I spot a group of larger fish at the
left-hand side of the boat on the side scan. I
retrieve my line and cast in the direction of the
fish. Right away I get a strong bite and land a

perch just under the 40 mark, I’m elated.
Tobi excitedly rummages around in his box.
We have noticed that a lure angler has to change
his lure much more frequently to able to trigger
bites at a spot. Once they have found the right
model fly anglers have no need to change their
streamer at all. I believe that this is evidence
of the tremendous catch-ability of streamers,
which are deceptively realistic prey for our
scaly friends. Today I have chosen an 8cmlong, White Streamer with a green back and
fluorescent detail. My beloved perch streamer
is performing more poorly today; it is just too
cloudy. The synthetic MFD Baitfish Fibre (www.
marios-fliegendose.de) has a seductive play; it
is soft and can be ideally devoured by the perch.
Tobi is also fishing with 7 to 8cm-long soft
baits. Larger or smaller ones are proving useless.
When a perch spits its last meal out into the net
we realise just why this is; the fodder fish are
exactly this size.

Top left: Matching
the hatch. This large
perch coughs up its last
meal…
Above left: …which
Steffen imitates with
this White Streamer.

SLOWLY DOES IT
Tobi is unlucky at first, no matter what he tries.
He works his way through his tackle boxes, but he
is simply catching less than me. When the bites
start to ease up for me too, we move on. Fishing
involves more searching for fish than catching
them, even on a good day. We already have a total
catch of 20 fish, and as midday comes around
between us we catch the odd perch here and
there. They are found at depths of 3 to 9 metres
STEFFEN’S TACKLE FOR PERCH
ROD: Hardy Zephrus SWS 9ft
7-wt
REEL: Hardy MTX 6000
FLY LINE: Airflo Forty Plus Sniper sink
7 from the boat or a sink 3
from the bank.
LEADER: 0.30mm Stroft GTM
FLIES: Several streamers (at www.
marios-fliegendose.de and
www.smartlures.nl ask for
Steffen’s favourites)

Steffen’s Perch Streamer.

ACCESSORIES: Traun River Micro Snap 8 kg
A line basket (ECOstal
Stripping Basket)
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FISHING IN SLOW MOTION
For many years I fished the fly very quickly for
perch. Generally, smaller fish favour a faster fly,
no matter what time of year. In late summer it is
a very good method for catching large numbers
of fish. However, I completely changed my
tactic after wading with my friend Marc from
Smartlures.nl one winter. We were almost fishing
in slow motion and caught some really big fish.
The colder the water the slower we have to fish,
targeting precisely the area where our spiny
predators rest and feed. This is considerably
more challenging with the fly rod than with the
spinning rod.
When fishing from a boat, you can generally do
no wrong with a sink seen tip in most situations.
From the banks I prefer the Airflo Sniper sink
three tip to avoid continually getting caught on
stones and the edge of the bank. I truly believe
that, as long as the water depth permits,
a spin angler can never catch as much as
a fly angler, nor will they catch better
specimens. Almost all large fish love

in water of 10 to 12 metres. Strictly speaking
the lure should be at an advantage; Tobi casts
more frequently, fishes over a greater area, and
can examine the water layers more efficiently
with his lures. But that is not how it is; the fly is
outshining him.

This is also true at our last spot of the day.
We spot a huge shoal of fodder fish near an
underwater shelf and set the anchor. Tobi casts
far away and immediately feels the bite. “It’s a
big’un! Get the net!” he calls. His 40g Abu Garcia
Hornet Stinger Plus is properly bent. It turns out
to be a perfect 39cm perch. I start to think that
we have anchored too far away and I will not be
able to reach the fish with my fly rod. Then, at the
limits of my maximum casting distance I get a
bite from a perch measuring in the high 30s. The
bites and drills are a true dream on my 7-wt rod. I
allow the streamer on my Airflo Sniper sink 7 tip

A fo rty c entim etre
perc h fo r Steffen
taken o n a white
stream er f ished
at depth. Will yo u
target perc h o n the
fly this winter?

defensive, slow bait guidance. Obviously there are
always days that prove the exception to the rule.
That is precisely the main advantage of the fly rod,
whether you give it a little tweak or light pull, let
the streamer float or pull it in several times, and at
the same time striking with the rod tip or not, our
2.5m fly rod can withstand almost any situation.
Ideally at the very spot we have previously located
perch. This slowness, the weightlessness of the
bait and the precision is difficult to attain for the
angler who spins for perch.
After several more lovely specimens, the
crowning glory of the day is a 40cm perch that
completely blows away my streamer. “Incredible!
Again you have caught more, and the biggest too.”
Tobi is right. Once again I am astonished at how
well the fly rod has performed. The final score is
46:21 to the fly rod. Out of ten duels, the spin
angler has won just two. Of course the fly rod has
its limits, but as long as the streamer finds the
perch it will ALWAYS be more difficult for the
spin angler. Have I convinced you to try switching
the spinning rod for a fly rod?

“It’s a big’un! Get the net!” he calls. His 40g Abu Garcia Hornet
Stinger Plus is properly bent. It turns out to be a perfect 39cm perch.
line to drop for a good 20 seconds before slowly
retrieving it back in. Tobi is getting the bites
two metres above the lake bottom and I have no
problems keeping up with him; it’s unbelievable.
At what point will my set-up meet its limits?
I have asked myself this so many times. My fly
line has a 9.1m taper, sinking 18cm per second.
The leader is a maximum of 1-1.5m long to
ensure that the streamer goes deep straight away;
visibility is secondary at great depths. At seven
metres the fly can be presented comfortably in my
opinion, beyond that it becomes more difficult.
However, when the fish are stationary and you do
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Main: Bigger perch
prefer streamers fished
slowly.
Top left: Pushing the
magical 40cm mark!

not need to seek them out, even up to ten metres
is no problem. Depending on the body of water,
active fish will climb different heights to reach
the bait. Perch resting and eating at ten metres
can potentially climb up to five metres for the
bait. And since large perch are rarely alone the
competition for food will thankfully additionally
work to our advantage. Recognising the bite is
also not a problem with today’s lines, and even
small perch bites can be easily detected. When it
is particularly windy anglers who spin will often
struggle with the line belly, while fly anglers do not
have this problem.
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